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THE PATENTED ULTIMATE ZAPPER®
REMOVES FRP LININGS, VINYL, ADHESIVE 
RESIDUES, REFLECTING FOILS, STICKERS,

AND DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE 
FROM ACRYLIC PAINTS ON METAL 

SURFACES,  WOOD, ALUMINIUM 
AND TRIM PANELS

The Ultimate Zapper® is a specially 
engineered material for removing FRP 
linings, leading edge erosion, vinyls and 
adhesives while ensuring that the 
paintwork is left undamaged and the 
substrate has no heat damage or 
smearing.
The operating speed ensures a quick and 
e�ective cleaning of the surface.

The unique wheel with angled �ngers 
provides a 'grab and peel' e�ect on the 
vinyl to lift from the surface. The patented 
notched �ngers provide �exibility and 
increased air �ow to the surface avoiding 
heat build up.

The Ultimate Zapper® is mounted onto an 
Adaptor system of 30 mm width and is 
used with the cordless drive unit with a 
18V battery.

Quickly and e�ectively removes 
FRP linings, leading edge erosion, 
vinyl, adhesive residues, re�ecting 
foils, stickers, decals and 
double-sided adhesive tape

Suitable for use on metal surfaces, 
bright metals, wood, aluminium 
and trim panels - with the 
paintwork and substrate left 
undamaged

Approximately 15 minutes 
operating time is possible with one 
single battery charge 

The set includes one Ultimate 
Zapper® drive unit, a 30mm 
silicone compound wheel and 
MONTI EasyLock-Adaptor Hub.
A Single Fast Charger unit with 2 
batteries or a Dual Fast Charger 
with 4 batteries included

THE ULTIMATE ZAPPER® 

ADVANTAGE
Operation of the ULTIMATE 
ZAPPER® means no vibration or 
jumping – reducing operating 
fatigue

No adhesive residue remains after 
operation

The technology features the new, 
quick ‘click & go’ adaptor system 
which allows faster wheel changes

15 mm wheels are also available 
for smaller surface requirements
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